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don’t get caught off guard. users need to be cognizant of their social
media accounts and any connections they have with other networks, such
as phone numbers or other commonly used information. if you have any
concerns about this story, please contact us facebook is just the latest of
thousands of companies that have had their database woes come to light
in recent years. if you have any concerns about this story, please contact
us by emailing the author directly at josh cohen at [email protected] as
facebook opened itself to government regulation, it also changed its
terms of service to reflect its new role as a public company, stating that it
"may exchange user data with third parties as part of a business
transaction." thus, it can't declare that it has no duty to safeguard user
data. it has to fight that sentiment in court. but facebook has also faced a
barrage of abuse from consumers who want not only to stop their data
being harvested, but to see it. in july 2018, facebook users in the
european union were allowed to put their privacy settings to a
referendum. more than 50% of the people who voted on the setting said
they wanted their data to be "removed from facebook entirely." a similar
number said they would not agree to have their data sold on to third
parties. but facebook's attorneys successfully argued that it was within its
rights to use the material for their own internal purposes. amazon has
provided more details about the f8 conference set for later this month. an
executive said it will take place on sept. 5-6. the company said amazon
home services users, which includes most kindle e-readers, echo speakers
and other devices, are automatically opted in to have their information
stored and sold to advertisers.
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"if i share my cat photo on facebook, am i sharing my potential likeness,
name, contact info and other sensitive information? and what if i use a

free echo-enabled alexa device? amazon says yes, and the policy
previously covered other alexa devices. that policy has now been

changed. the washington post reached out to amazon for clarification but
did not receive a response by time of publication, so we're taking it as a

confirmation," reported techcrunch . we must start to think carefully
about our online habits if we want to avoid leaving a trail of personal data

that could be used against us. if we are going to continue using social
media, the more we post, share, and chat with our friends, the more

chance there is that we will be exposed as targets for a myriad of
potential risks. and that, dear friends, is the handmaid's tale: facebook
with a blood-red hood, cambridge analytica in the naughty corner, the

russian actors making all our purchases and our machines putting all our
tweets and our likes on the back burner. update: facebook now tells me
it's looking at other services like pandora, ebay, whatsapp, urbanspoon,
and the like, too. it's already gotten all of their data on its users.i want to

know why facebook did not warn its users before sharing it with
cambridge analytica. in just two days, it raised $10bn in new funds, giving

the company almost $30bn to spend building new technology. this has
got to be a record, and it shows zuckerberg has the confidence of

investors and that he knows the company will weather this and keep on
growing. this influx of new cash could also fuel a war for talent. facebook
has sometimes had trouble attracting top engineers. the large salaries
and perks in the valley, where technology companies are concentrated,

have drawn many away from facebook. 5ec8ef588b
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